The Meridio team has over 70 years experience in improving the benefits impact of employers and protecting the earnings of working professionals. They collaborate with third party carriers in order to maximize the impact of benefits. The new world of work requires a people-first approach that Meridio offers.

The ABC, Greater Michigan Chapter Protection Plan gives members of the chapter and their employees the opportunity to customize a benefit package specifically to meet the needs of themselves and their family, with guaranteed underwriting and competitive pricing.

Greater Michigan Chapter member companies should participate in this plan in order to assist with recruitment and retention as well as control the rising cost of benefits. Also, to give employees the opportunity to purchase benefits that will protect their income and their family with the convenience of payroll deduction or ACH.

Unfortunately, the cost of insurance products can not be controlled, but as a member of the Greater Michigan Chapter, the company and its employees receive guaranteed underwriting which allows them to qualify for products with no underwriting.

The key points of this protection plan is that there is no cost to install this program. Plus, it is very simple to get started, to adjust your needs and to understand. Best of all, there is no disruption of workflow!

To sign up, it is easy, just visit https://go.getmeridio.com/abc-greater-michigan-chapter/ or contact Jana Rutkowski by emailing Jana.Rutkowski@combined.com or calling 812-987-7377 to set up an appointment. Everyone qualifies to enroll and there is no cost to sign up!

For More Information: Please visit go.getmeridio.com/abc-greater-michigan-chapter/ or contact Jana Rutkowski by emailing Jana.Rutkowski@combined.com or calling 812-987-7377.